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What is Sentiment Analysis?



IMPACT OF TOPIC

Sentiment Analysis (SA) - one of the most current topics in NLP.

SA - offers possibility to monitor, to identify and understand in real 

time consumer's feelings and attitudes towards brands or topics in 

cyberspace and act accordingly.

SA - very popular in social media. 

- Target: academia, business, industry, and people, in general.
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IMPACT IN SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media deals with the personal and social related 
opinion. 

SA - very vital role in understanding the opinions from
such conversation, posts, blogs, etc. and deriving a
sensible short summary consisting of most relevant
opinions.

SA - helps to:
• Take quick decision
• To change strategy and tactics used
• To understand mood of the market
• Be with the changing trends
• To improve one’s product



VALIDATY OF SA

- evaluated by comparing sentiment scores for
specific comments to their respective star ratings,
which are common clues used by individuals to filter
what they read during information acquisition.



PURPOSE AND MOTIVATION

- to create a complete SOTA in SA, with a focus on social
media posts, etc.

- to enhance the results of context-based SA.

- to clarify the descriptive behavior of receptor, affected by
the multitude of information on forums.

- to improve the performance of SA classifiers based on
different approaches (traditional vs. modern).
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2. A general view on the subject

SA – terminology:

- subjectivity [Lyons 1981; Langacker 1985]; 
- evidentiality [Chafe and Nichols 1986];
- analysis of stance [Biber and Finegan 1988; Conrad and Biber 
2000];
- affect [Batson, Shaw, and Oleson 1992];
- point of view [Wiebe 1994; Scheibman 2002];
- evaluation [Hunston and Thompson, 2001]
- appraisal [Martin and White 2005]; 
- opinion mining [Pang and Lee, 2008]; 
- review mining [Liu, 2012]; 
- politeness [Gîfu and Topor, 2014].

SA - the process of detecting the contextual polarity of 

text. 



2. Opinion Mining vs. Sentiment Analysis

Source: Garg, H. and Lal, N. (2018). Data Analysis: Opinion Mining and
Sentiment Analysis of Opinionated Unstructured Data. In ICACDS 2018:
Advances in Computing and Data Sciences pp 249-258



2. Sentiment Classification Techniques



3.6 Machine learning vs. Deep Learning



3. Levels of SA



3.1 Document Level Classification_1

- sentiment is 
extracted from the 
entire review, and a 
whole opinion is 
classified based on 
the overall sentiment 
of the opinion 
holder. 

- The goal is to 
classify a review as 
positive, negative, or 
neutral.



3.1 Document Level Classification_2

Fig. 2 Python NLTK Demos for Natural Language Text Processing

a) supervised approach

http://text-processing.com/demo/

http://text-processing.com/demo/


3.1 SA – Unsupervised Learning Approach

Based on determining the semantic orientation (SO) of specific 
words/phrases.

1. Sentiment lexicon (words/expressions) – [Taboada et. al, 2011]

2. Set of predefined POS models – [Turney, 2002]



3.2 Sentence Level Classification_1

- It is similar to 
document level, 
except that instead of 
documents, for each 
sentence determines 
whether it expresses 
a positive, negative 
or neutral opinion. 

- Neutral means 
sentence expresses 
no opinion.



3.2 Sentence Level Classification_2

More complex – identifying if a sentence is opinionated and 
establishing the nature of opinion;

- using supervised methods;

1. classifying clauses into two classes [Yu and Hatzivassiloglou, 
2003]

2. an approach based on minimal reductions. [Pang and Lee, 
2004]

The problem: How can we classify the interrogations, sarcasm, 

metaphor, humor, etc.? 



3.2 Feature Level Classification_1

- to identify and extract object features that have been
commented on by the opinion holder and determine whether the
opinion is positive, negative, or neutral. Feature synonyms are
grouped, and a feature-based summary of multiple reviews is
produced.

- Generally the key challenges for sentiment analysis are:
• Named Entity Recognition
• Anaphora Resolution - what a pronoun or a noun phrase
refers to.
• Parsing - what is the subject and object of the sentence.
• Sarcasm - interpretation of words, especially constraints,
varies from human perspective.
• Weak literature - poor spelling, poor punctuation and poor
grammar.



3.3 Sentiment Classification – features_2



3.3 Sentiment Classification – features_3



3.3 SA_features_examples

- more entities for each analyzed text or more attributes for 
each entity;
- extraction of the attributes of an object;

Becali a ajutat mult săracii 1/, [dar] nimeni nu a ştiut exact 2/
[cum] a făcut atâţia bani 3/.

- extract and store all NPs;

- keep only NPs with frequency above a learned-by-experiments 
threshold [Hu and Liu, 2004]



3.4 SA levels – comparative

-When a user doesn’t offer a direct opinion about a product. 
[Jindal and Liu, 2006]

Dacia Logan arată mult mai bine decât Dacia Solenza.

- adverbial adjectives: mai mult, mai puţin (En. - more, less)
- superlative adjectives and adverbs: mai, cel puţin (En. - more, at 
least)
- additional clauses: decât, împotriva (En. - rather than, against).

cover 98% of the comparative opinions



3.5 SA levels – sentiment lexicon_1

a) manual approaches: WordNet [Fellbaum, 1998], European 
EuroWordNet [Vossen, 1998], Balkanet [Tufiş et al., 2004]

AnaDiP-2010 [Gîfu, 2010] inspired by LIWC-2007 
[Pennebaker et al., 2001]: 9 emotional classes.

<classes>

<class name="emotional" id="1"/>

<class name="positive" id="2" parent="1"/>

<class name="negative" id="3" parent="1"/>

<class name="anxiety" id="4" parent="3"/>

<class name="anger" id="5" parent="3"/>

<class name="sadness" id="6" parent="3"/>

<class name="spectacular" id="7" parent="2"/>

<class name="firmness” id="8" parent="2"/>

<class name="moderation" id="9" parent="2"/>

</classes>



3.5 SA levels – sentiment lexicon_2

AnaDiP performs part-of-speech (POS) tagging and lemmatization 
of words.

For example:

<lexic name="Politic" lang="ro">

<word lemma="clevetitor" classes="1,3,6"/>

<word lemma="genial" classes="1,2,7"/>

…

</lexic>



3.5 Sentiment lexicon - SentiWordNet
Esuli et al., 2016 - A publicly available lexical resource for opinion mining. In:  
Proceedings of International Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation. 
2006, 417–422



3.6 Deep Learning_BERT_1
- BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from

Transformers)
(1) Each word here has a meaning to it and we will encounter that 

one by one in this article. BERT could be implemented in 
Python.

(2) BERT is pre-trained 

on a large corpus of 

unlabelled text including 

the entire Wikipedia

(that’s 2,500 million 

words!) and Book Corpus 

(800 million words).

(3) BERT is a “deeply 

bidirectional” model. 



3.6 Deep Learning_BERT_2

From Word2Vec to BERT

One of the biggest challenges NLP is the shortage of training data.

The quest for learning language representations by pre-training 

models on large unlabelled text data started from word embeddings -

Word2Vec and GloVe.



3.6 Deep Learning_BERT_3

- Is a new approach to solving NLP tasks 

- A process in two steps: 

(1) Train a language model on a large unlabelled text corpus 

(unsupervised or semi-supervised)

(2) Fine-tune this large model to specific NLP tasks to utilize the 

large repository of knowledge this model has gained (supervised)

BERT Architecture



3.6 Deep Learning_BERT_4

Text Processing

1. Position Embeddings - BERT learns and uses positional 

embeddings to express the position of words in a sentence. 

2. Segment Embeddings - BERT can also take sentence pairs as 

inputs for tasks (Question-Answering). 

3. Token Embeddings - These are the embeddings learned for the 

specific token from the WordPiece token vocabulary.



3.6 Deep Learning_BERT_5

Pre-training Tasks  

BERT is pre-trained on two NLP tasks:

• Masked Language Modeling (Bi-directionality)

• Next Sentence Prediction



3.6 Deep Learning_BERT_6

Masked Language Models

1. The crux of a Masked Language Model

Example: I love to read data science blogs on Analytics 
Vidhya

Replace the word Analytics with Mask

I love to read data science blogs on [MASK] Vidhya.

Here: implementing a Masked Language Model in Python 
Introduction to PyTorch-Transformers: An Incredible Library 
for State-of-the-Art NLP (with Python code)

https://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/2019/07/pytorch-transformers-nlp-python/?utm_source=blog&utm_medium=demystifying-bert-groundbreaking-nlp-framework


3.6 Deep Learning_BERT_7

Pre-training Tasks  

BERT is pre-trained on two NLP tasks:

• Masked Language Modeling (Bi-directionality)

• Next Sentence Prediction

Masked Language Models (MLMs) learn to understand the 

relationship between words. 

Additionally, BERT is also trained on the task of Next Sentence 

Prediction for tasks that require an understanding of the relationship 

between sentences.

A good example: question answering systems - Computational Linguistics 

| Dependency Tree in Data Science (analyticsvidhya.com)

https://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/2017/12/introduction-computational-linguistics-dependency-trees/?utm_source=blog&utm_medium=demystifying-bert-groundbreaking-nlp-framework


3.6 Deep Learning_BERT_8

Implementing BERT for Text Classification in Python

Installing BERT-As-Service
pip install bert-serving-server # server

pip install bert-serving-client # client, independent of ‘bert’serving-server’



3.6 Deep Learning_BERT_9

A list of the pre-trained BERT models

huggingface/transformers Transformers: State-of-the-art Natural Language Processing 

for Pytorch and TensorFlow 2.0. - huggingface/transformers 

bert-base-uncased · Hugging Face

https://github.com/huggingface/transformers?fbclid=IwAR2Yh9DNvCAbaPybSr0o7jabxnlaeGpiadblAEyaTl8z9ck0s2-MWMkimok
https://huggingface.co/bert-base-uncased


3.6 Deep Learning_BERT_10

Beyond BERT: SOTA in NLP

- BERT has inspired interest in the field of NLP, especially the 

application of the Transformer for NLP tasks, that increasing the 

number of research labs and organizations. 

- Many of these experiments, focused on different aspects of pre-

training, transformers and fine-tuning, outperformed BERT on 

multiple NLP tasks. 

- RoBERTa, which was Facebook AI’s improvement over BERT 

- DistilBERT, which is a compact and faster version of BERT.



3.7 SA demo_1

I) Generic SA – for EN, different kind of texts
https://app.monkeylearn.com/main/classifiers/cl_pi3C7JiL/

https://monkeylearn.com/sentiment-analysis/

II) Tweet Sentiment – for EN
https://app.monkeylearn.com/main/classifiers/cl_qkjxv9Ly/

III) Product Sentiment – for EN, classifies product reviews 
and opinions in English as positive or negative

https://app.monkeylearn.com/main/classifiers/cl_TWmMTdgQ/

IV) Hotel Sentiment – for EN, distinguishes between good 
and bad hotel reviews

https://app.monkeylearn.com/main/classifiers/cl_rZ2P7hbs/

V) Restaurant Sentiment – for EN, distinguishes between 
good and bad restaurant reviews

https://app.monkeylearn.com/main/classifiers/cl_CsfDyd3m/



3.7 SA demo_2

VI) Movies Sentiment – for EN, distinguishes between good 
and bad movies reviews

https://app.monkeylearn.com/main/classifiers/cl_MX2qQKNi/

https://monkeylearn.com/sentiment-analysis/

VII) Airlines Sentiment – for EN, distinguishes between 
good and bad tweets about airlines

https://app.monkeylearn.com/main/classifiers/cl_qkjxv9Ly/



4. SA Tutorials

SA with Python
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e6xZAISu-5E

Code:
https://github.com/jg-fisher/redditSentiment

for humanities

SA with Natural Language 
Toolkit NLTK
http://www.nltk.org/ 

for computer science

SA APIs in Java
OpenNLP - supports the most common
NLP tasks: tokenization, sentence
segmentation, part-of-speech tagging,
named entity extraction, chunking,
parsing, language detection and
coreference resolution

https://opennlp.apache.org/

Stanford CoreNLP
https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/

WEKA - a set of tools created for: data
pre-processing, classification,
regression, clustering, association
rules, and visualization

https://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/



5. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

SA - a complex task;
SA - an emerging discipline with promising academic and, 
most important, industrial applications;
....
the sentiment classification problem - more challenging

Future work... 

- to develop an independent sentiment classifier using
combining deep learning;
- to compare the results obtained with machine learning to
sentiment classification on traditional topic-based
categorization;



Thank you for your attention!
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